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Africa’s international relations have often been defined and oriented by the
dominant international and geopolitical agendas of the day. In the aftermath of
colonialism the Cold War became a dominant paradigm that defined the nature of
the continent’s relationship with the rest of the world. The contemporary forces of
globalization are now exerting an undue influence and impact upon Africa’s
international relations. Increasingly, the African continent is emerging as a vocal,
and in some respects an influential, actor in international relations. There is a
paucity of analysis and research on this emerging trend. This timely book
proposes to fill this analytical gap by engaging with a wide range of issues, with
chapters written by experts on a variety of themes. The emerging political
prominence of the African continent on the world stage is predicated on an
evolving internal process of continental integration. In particular, there are
normative and policy efforts to revive the spirit of Pan-Africanism: the 21st
century is witnessing the evolution of Pan-Africanism, notably through the
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Politicsconstitution and establishment of the African Union (AU). Given the fact that
there is a dearth of analysis on this phenomemon, this volume will also
interrogate the notion of Pan-Africanism through various lenses – notably peace
and security, development, the environment and trade. The volume will also
engage with the emerging role of the AU as an international actor, e.g. with
regard to its role in the reform of the United Nations Security Council, climate
change, the International Criminal Court (ICC), the treaty establishing Africa as a
nuclear-free zone, Internally Displaced Persons, the Millennium Development
Goals (MDGs), international trade, the environment, public health issues,
security, and development issues. This book will assess how the AU’s role as an
international actor is complicated by the difficulty of promoting consensus among
African states and then maintaining that consensus in the face of often divergent
national interests. This book will in part assess the role of the AU in articulating
collective and joint policies and in making interventions in international decision
and policy-making circles. The Handbook will also assess the role of African
social movements and their relationship with global actors. The role of African
citizens in ameliorating their own conditions is often underplayed in the
international relations discourse, and this volume will seek to redress this
oversight. Throughout the book the various chapters will also assess the role that
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Politicsthese citizen linkages have contributed towards continental integration and in
confronting the challenges of globalization.
This 2001 book explains why African countries have remained mired in a
disastrous economic crisis since the late 1970s. It shows that dynamics internal
to African state structures largely explain this failure to overcome economic
difficulties rather than external pressures on these same structures as is often
argued. Far from being prevented from undertaking reforms by societal interest
and pressure groups, clientelism within the state elite, ideological factors and low
state capacity have resulted in some limited reform, but much prevarication and
manipulation of the reform process, by governments which do not really believe
that reform will be effective, which often oppose reforms because they would
undercut the patronage and rent-seeking practices which undergird political
authority, and which lack the administrative and technical capacity to implement
much reform. Over time, state decay has increased.
This book explores, at a time when several powers have become serious players
on the continent, aspects of African agency, past and present, by African writers
on foreign policy, representative of geography, language and state size. In the
past, African foreign policy has largely been considered within the context of
reactions to the international or global “external factor”. This groundbreaking
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Politicsbook, however, looks at how foreign policy has been crafted and used in
response not just to external, but also, mainly, domestic imperatives or
(theoretical) signifiers. As such, it narrates individual and changing foreign policy
orientations over time—and as far back as independence—with mainly African-
based scholars who present their own constructs of what is a useful theoretical
narrative regarding foreign policy on the continent—how theory is adapted to local
circumstance or substituted for continentally based ontologies. The book
therefore contends that the African experience carries valuable import for
expanding general understandings of foreign policy in general. This book will be
of key interest to scholars and students of Foreign Policy Analysis, Foreign Policy
Studies, African International Relations/Politics/Studies, Diplomacy and more
broadly to International Relations.
With China’s rise to the status of world power, trade and political links between
Africa and China have been escalating at an astonishing rate. Sino-African
relations are set to become an increasingly significant feature of world politics as
China’s hunger for energy resources grows and many African countries seek a
partner that, unlike the West, does not worry about democracy and transparency,
or impose political conditions on economic relations. Ian Taylor, one of the
foremost authorities on the international relations and political economy of Africa,
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Politicsprovides a comprehensive assessment of relations between China and Africa. He
discusses the historical evolution of Sino-African relations in the period since the
1949 revolution, with particular emphasis on the period since the end of the
Cultural Revolution. Considering in detail China’s relations with Angola,
Mozambique, Zimbabwe, Namibia, Zambia, South Africa, Botswana, Lesotho,
Swaziland and Malawi, Taylor demonstrates how China has used the rhetoric of
anti-hegemonies to secure and promote its position in the Third World. Taylor
gives an engaging account of the hitherto under-researched topic of relations
between China and Africa, a phenomenon of growing importance in
contemporary international politics.
Moving beyond a self-indulgent attitude about Africa’s historical victimhood, the
book seeks to capture how African states individually and Africa’s collective
institutions (the AU) are providing agency in Africa’s international relations. While
African states have been trailblazers in such ideas as ‘The Responsibility to
Protect’, as conceived in the African Union Constitutive Act (2001) which
preceded the United Nations (UN) Secretary General’s report “In Larger
Freedom” (2005) in which the UN adopted the concept, African agency in
international relations has not always been captured proactively. This volume
seeks to document Africa (and African states) in a state of proactivity as opposed
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Politicsto a reactionary mode of international relations which has long been the case due
to the discipline’s heavy concentration on the West. The main themes explored
are: African agency in international relations and commerce, agency in Africa’s
balancing of big and regional powers, reshaping Africa-EU relations beyond the
Cotonou Agreements, Africa and international human rights institutions, African
efforts in elections and conflicts in Africa and relationship building among African
leaders.
This edited volume approaches regionalism as one potential pattern in a
changing global order. Since the end of the Cold War, different forms of
territorialization have emerged and we are confronted with an increasing number
and variety of actors that are establishing regional projects. This volume offers an
innovative contribution to the study of this new complexity by exploring
constellations of regional actors, spatial scales and imaginations beyond state-
centred perspectives as well as on multiple, often overlapping levels. The
chapters analyse the emergence, trajectories and outcomes of regionalisms from
the perspective of the Global South, specifically concentrating on regional
projects in Latin America and Africa, but also in the Asia-Pacific. They attempt to
identify the specific conditions and junctures of different forms of region-making
in their external (global) and internal (local/national) dimensions. The volume also
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Politicsplaces special emphasis on interactions, spatial entanglements and comparisons
between regionalisms in different parts of the world. By expanding beyond the
perspective of North-South transfers, this book seeks to better understand the
dynamics and diversity of interregional interactions. This volume will appeal to
scholars of global studies, international political economy, international relations,
human geography, and development studies, as well as area studies specialists
who focus on Latin America and Africa.
This revised and expanded second edition of African Politics in Comparative
Perspective reviews fifty years of research on politics in Africa and addresses
some issues in a new light, keeping in mind the changes in Africa since the first
edition was written in 2004. The book synthesizes insights from different
scholarly approaches and offers an original interpretation of the knowledge
accumulated in the field. Goran Hyden discusses how research on African
politics relates to the study of politics in other regions and mainstream theories in
comparative politics. He focuses on such key issues as why politics trumps
economics, rule is personal, state is weak and policies are made with a
communal rather than an individual lens. The book also discusses why in the
light of these conditions agriculture is problematic, gender contested, ethnicity
manipulated and relations with Western powers a matter of defiance.
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PoliticsThis book examines key emergent trends related to aspects of power,
sovereignty, conflict, peace, development, and changing social dynamics in the
African context. It challenges conventional IR precepts of authority, politics and
society, which have proven to be so inadequate in explaining African processes.
Rather, this edited collection analyses the significance of many of the uncharted
dimensions of Africa's international relations, such as the respatialisation of
African societies through migration, and the impacts this process has had on
state power; the various ways in which both formal and informal authority and
economies are practised; and the dynamics and impacts of new transnational
social movements on African politics. Finally, attention is paid to Africa's place in
a shifting global order, and the implications for African international relations of
the emergence of new world powers and/or alliances. This edition includes a new
preface by the editors, which brings the findings of the book up-to-date, and
analyses the changes that are likely to impact upon global governance and
human development in policy and practice in Africa and the wider world
post-2015.
In 1964 Kenneth Kaunda and his United National Independence Party (UNIP)
government established the nation of Zambia in the former British colony of
Northern Rhodesia. In parallel with many other newly independent countries in
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PoliticsAfrica this process of decolonisation created a wave of optimism regarding
humanity's capacity to overcome oppression and poverty. Yet, as this study
shows, in Zambia as in many other countries, the legacy of colonialism created
obstacles that proved difficult to overcome. Within a short space of time
democratisation and development was replaced by economic stagnation, political
authoritarianism, corruption and ethnic and political conflict. To better understand
this process, Dr Larmer explores UNIP's political ideology and the strategies it
employed to retain a grip on government. He shows that despite the party's claim
that it adhered to an authentically African model of consensual and
communitarian decision-making, it was never a truly nationally representative
body. Whereas in long-established Western societies unevenness in support was
accepted as a legitimate basis for party political difference, in Zambia this was
regarded as a threat to the fragile bindings of the young nation state, and as such
had to be denied and repressed. This led to the declaration of a one-party state,
presented as the logical expression of UNIP supremacy but it was in fact a
reflection of its weakening grip on power. Through case studies of opposition
political and social movements rooted in these differences, the book
demonstrates that UNIP's control of the new nation-state was partial, uneven and
consistently prone to challenge. Alongside this, the study also re-examines
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PoliticsZambia's role in the regional liberation struggles, providing valuable new
evidence of the country's complex relations with Apartheid-era South Africa and
the relationship between internal and external opposition, shaped by the context
of regional liberation movements and the Cold War. Drawing on extensive
archival research and interviews, Dr Larmer offers a ground-breaking analysis of
post-colonial political history which helps explain the challenges facing
contemporary African polities.
This collection of essays examines the subject of power politics in Africa, paying
special attention to the interests of African regional powers, as well as their
capabilities and strategies in the international arena. It provides a theoretical
bridge between concerns for militarised national interest, perpetual distrust and
insecurity, struggles for power and hegemony in power politics, and the spirit of
pan-African solidarity, brotherhood, consensus, cooperation and integration. It is
on these bases that this volume offers rich empirical insight into leading regional
powers in Africa with special attention given to Nigeria and South Africa. It serves
to contribute African perspectives to the field of International Relations,
particularly regarding power politics, which is important in terms of Africanising
the narratives of a subject matter that is largely considered as Eurocentric in
African and other non-Western societies.
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PoliticsShortlisted for the Inaugural International Political Economy Group annual book
prize, 2006. An incisive exploration of the interventions of the World Bank in
severely indebted African states. Understanding sovereignty as a frontier rather
than a boundary, this key study develops a vision of a powerful international
organization reconciling a global political economy with its own designs and a
specific set of challenges posed by the African region. This analysis details the
nature of the World Bank intervention in the sovereign frontier, investigating
institutional development, discursive intervention, and political stabilization. It
tackles the methods by which the World Bank has led a project to re-shape
certain African states according to a governance template, leading to the
presentation of 'success stories' in a continent associated with reform failure.
This conceptually innovative book details a political economy of the World Bank
in Africa that is both globally contextualized and attentive to individual states. It is
the only volume to look at the bank's relations with Africa and will interest all
students and researchers of African politics and the World Bank.
Africa is a continent of 54 countries and over a billion people. However, despite
the rich diversity of the African experience, it is striking that continuations and
themes seem to be reflected across the continent, particularly south of the
Sahara. Questions of underdevelopment, outside exploitation, and misrule are
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Politicscharacteristic of many - if not most-states in Sub-Saharan Africa. In this Very
Short Introduction Ian Taylor explores how politics is practiced on the African
continent, considering the nature of the state in Sub-Saharan Africa and why its
state structures are generally weaker than elsewhere in the world. Exploring the
historical and contemporary factors which account for Africa's underdevelopment,
he also analyses why some African countries suffer from high levels of political
violence while others are spared. Unveilling the ways in which African state and
society actually function beyond the formal institutional façade, Taylor discusses
how external factors - both inherited and contemporary - act upon the continent.
ABOUT THE SERIES: The Very Short Introductions series from Oxford
University Press contains hundreds of titles in almost every subject area. These
pocket-sized books are the perfect way to get ahead in a new subject quickly.
Our expert authors combine facts, analysis, perspective, new ideas, and
enthusiasm to make interesting and challenging topics highly readable.
Foreign Policy in North Africa explores how the foreign policies of North African
states, which occupy a peripheral and subaltern position within the global system,
have actively responded to the constraints and opportunities stemming from multi-
level transformations in the 2010s. What has been the extent of continuity and
change in each country’s foreign policy-making and behaviour under such
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Politicsconditions? Which structural and agential factors explain the variations observed,
or the lack thereof? Building on scholarship on foreign policy in the Global South
and the Middle East and North Africa (MENA) as well as the international impact
of the 2011 Arab uprisings, case studies on six different countries focus on a
specific level of analysis for each. These range from the global (Tunisia’s
financial predicaments and foreign debt negotiations) through the (sub)regional
(Egypt’s relationship of necessity with Saudi Arabia, Algeria’s half-hearted
policies towards the conflicts in Libya and Mali) to the domestic sphere
(Morocco’s power balance between the monarchy and the Islamist-led
government, Libya’s extreme state weakness and internal competition among
proliferating actors), reaching also the deeper non-state societal level in the case
of Mauritania. The volume concludes by examining post-2011 developments in
the longstanding Algerian–Moroccan rivalry which hinders regional integration in
the Maghreb. Foreign Policy in North Africa will be of great interest to scholars of
North African politics and international relations, Middle Eastern and North
African studies, foreign policy and global international relations. The chapters
were originally published as a special issue of The Journal of North African
Studies.
Home to more than 1.2 billion people, living in 54 recognized states, speaking
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Politicsaround 3,000 languages, Africa is a diverse and complex continent made up of
states which differ in regard to their colonial history, political system, socio-
economic development, economic polices and their experience with crises and
conflicts. This introduction and overview of African history and politics since
decolonization emphasises throughout, the diversity of the continent. Organised
thematically to include chapters on decolonization and its legacies, external
influences, economics, political systems, inter-African relations, crises, conflicts
and conflict management, and Africa's external relations, Martin Welz strikes a
fine balance between the use of contextual information, analysis, case studies
and examples with theoretical debates in development, politics and global policy.
Accessible to students at all levels, it counters histories which offer reductive
explanations of complex issues, and offers new insights into the role African
actors have played in influencing international affairs beyond the continent.
The authors assert that sovereignty can no longer be seen as a protection
against interference, but as a charge of responsibility where the state is
accountable to both domestic and external constituencies. In internal conflicts in
Africa, sovereign states have often failed to take responsibility for their own
citizens' welfare and for the humanitarian consequences of conflict, leaving the
victims with no assistance. This book shows how that responsibility can be
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Politicsexercised by states over their own population, and by other states in assistance
to their fellow sovereigns. Sovereignty as Responsibility presents a framework
that should guide both national governments and the international community in
discharging their respective responsibilities. Broad principles are developed by
examining identity as a potential source of conflict, governance as a matter of
managing conflict, and economics as a policy field for deterring conflict.
Considering conflict management, political stability, economic development, and
social welfare as functions of governance, the authors develop strategies,
guidelines, and roles for its responsible exercise. Some African governments,
such as South Africa in the 1990s and Ghana since 1980, have demonstrated
impressive gains against these standards, while others, such as Rwanda,
Somalia, Liberia, Nigeria, and Sudan, have failed. Opportunities for making
sovereignty more responsible and improving the management of conflicts are
examined at the regional and international levels. The lessons from the mixed
successes of regional conflict management actions, such as the West African
intervention in Liberia, the East African mediation in Sudan, and international
efforts to urge talks to end the conflict in Angola, indicate friends and neighbors
outside the state in conflict have important roles to play in increasing sovereign
responsibility. Approaching conflict management from the perspective of the
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Politicsresponsibilities of sovereignty provides a framework for evaluating government
accountability. It proposes standards that guide performance and sharpen tools
of conflict prevention rather than simply making post-hoc judgments on success
or failure. The authors demonstrate that sovereignty as responsibility is both a
national obligation and a global imperative.
This handbook provides a comprehensive overview of the changing dynamics in
the relationship between the African continent and the EU, provided by leading
experts in the field. Structured into five parts, the handbook provides an incisive
look at the past, present and potential futures of EU-Africa relations. The cutting-
edge chapters cover themes like multilateralism, development assistance,
institutions, gender equality and science and technology, among others.
Thoroughly researched, this book provides original reflections from a diversity of
conceptual and theoretical perspectives, from experts in Africa, Europe and
beyond. The handbook thus offers rich and comprehensive analyses of
contemporary global politics as manifested in Africa and Europe. The Routledge
Handbook of EU-Africa Relations will be an essential reference for scholars,
students, researchers, policy makers and practitioners interested and working in
a range of fields within the (sub)disciplines of African and EU studies, European
politics and international studies. The Routledge Handbook of EU-Africa
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PoliticsRelations is part of the mini-series Europe in the World Handbooks examining EU-
regional relations and established by Professor Wei Shen.
Africa in International PoliticsExternal Involvement on the ContinentPsychology Press
This open access book on the state of peacebuilding in Africa brings together the work
of distinguished scholars, practitioners, and decision makers to reflect on key
experiences and lessons learned in peacebuilding in Africa over the past half century.
The core themes addressed by the contributors include conflict prevention, mediation,
and management; post-conflict reconstruction, justice and Disarmament Demobilization
and Reintegration; the role of women, religion, humanitarianism, grassroots
organizations, and early warning systems; and the impact of global, regional, and
continental bodies. The book's thematic chapters are complemented by six
country/region case studies: The Democratic Republic of Congo, Rwanda, Sierra
Leone, Sudan/South Sudan, Mozambique and the Sahel/Mali. Each chapter concludes
with a set of key lessons learned that could be used to inform the building of a more
sustainable peace in Africa. The State of Peacebuilding in Africa was born out of the
activities of the Southern Voices Network for Peacebuilding (SVNP), a Carnegie-
funded, continent-wide network of African organizations that works with the Wilson
Center to bring African knowledge and perspectives to U.S., African, and international
policy on peacebuilding in Africa. The research for this book was made possible by a
grant from Carnegie Corporation of New York.
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PoliticsLangan reclaims neo-colonialism as an analytical force for making sense of the failure
of ‘development’ strategies in many African states in an era of free market
globalisation. Eschewing polemics and critically engaging the work of Ghana’s first
President – Kwame Nkrumah – the book offers a rigorous assessment of the concept of
neo-colonialism. It then demonstrates how neo-colonialism remains an impediment to
genuine empirical sovereignty and poverty reduction in Africa today. It does this through
examination of corporate interventions; Western aid-giving; the emergence of ‘new’
donors such as China; EU-Africa trade regimes; the securitisation of development; and
the UN Sustainable Development Goals. Throughout the chapters, it becomes clear
that the current challenges of African development cannot be solely pinned on so-called
neo-patrimonial elites. Instead it becomes imperative to fully acknowledge, and
interrogate, corporate and donor interventions which lock many poorer countries into
neo-colonial patterns of trade and production. The book provides an original
contribution to studies of African political economy, demonstrating the on-going
relevance of the concept of neo-colonialism, and reclaiming it for scholarly analysis in a
global era.
"Despite the myth of marginality and irrelevance, Africa has always been inextricably
linked to the global stage and has long played an important - often-vital - role in
international politics. Critically analyzing the modalities of governance in large parts of
Africa, the book provides a comprehensive overview of the continent's international
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Politicsrelations, arguing that contra to the notion that Africa is a passive bystander to global
processes, its elites have generally proven themselves excellent arch-manipulators of
the international system. Chapters on American, British, French, Chinese, Indian and
European interactions with the continent engage with chapters on the role of the World
Bank and IMF and the "new" scramble for Africa's oil to explain such processes."
--Book Jacket.
Although developing countries far outnumber fully industrialized states, they are often
neglected in the study of international relations, especially with respect to the
development of foreign policy theory. International Relations in Contemporary Africa
attempts to fill this void in the literature on comparative international relations while at
the same time providing a detailed analysis of the economic development and
integration of West African countries. Michael Anda specifically focuses on the
members of the Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS) and their
policies, which encourage coordination on issues ranging from science and technology
to diplomacy and mutual defense. Tracing the diplomatic history of West Africa from
independence to the present, he assesses the various dimensions of cooperation
among the smaller and less developed states of West Africa while revealing the
precarious nature of the economy and security in the region. Both detailed and
comprehensive, International Relations in Contemporary Africa represents a significant
contribution to African studies that appeal to those with an interest in the foreign policy
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About the publication South Africa’s foreign policy makers are facing a substantial
challenge. From the advent of the democratic era in 1994 through to the early 2000s,
South Africa was a highly respected actor in international affairs with a number of
impressive accomplishments in the areas of global governance, peacekeeping and
international norm entrepreneurship. However, since that time, the country’s
international standing has declined. The value based and innovative foreign policy that
earned the early post-apartheid South African government such great international
respect has been replaced by a more transactional and tactically driven approach to
international affairs. The country’s position as Africa’s leading economy and voice in
international affairs is increasingly being challenged by other African states. This book
explores how South Africa can develop a foreign policy strategy that is appropriate to
the uncertain times in which we live and that both helps the country address its
overwhelming domestic challenges of poverty, inequality and unemployment and regain
its former high international reputation. The contributors to this book offer analyses and
proposals for developing such a strategy within the context of the country’s
constitutional order and institutional constraints and that addresses the diverse and
complex global and regional aspects of the country’s international relations.
Endorsements: “In this valuable book – which should be on every diplomat’s bookshelf
- some of SA’s foremost experts offer the government frank and compelling advice on
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Politicshow to conduct a much better foreign policy over the next decade. … The authors
challenge Pretoria to muster all the country’s assets and skills – and not just those of
the ruling party – to pursue only the most important foreign policy goals. And to be
guided always by the lodestar of the Constitution.” Peter Fabricius, Foreign Policy
Analyst, former Foreign Affairs Editor at Independent Newspapers. “In this one-of-a-
kind book of twelve chapters by emerging and experienced scholars, the authors probe
into factors shaping South African foreign policy, lessons learned and the future
strategy of the country’s foreign policy in an ever-changing world. A compelling read for
policy makers and scholars.” Ambassador Prof Iqbal Jhazbhay, University of South
Africa, Member of the ANC’s N.E.C. International Relations Sub-Committee & former
SA Ambassador to Eritrea “This volume deserves to become a go-to classic on South
African foreign policy. Its in-depth analysis will appeal to established experts in this
area; its breadth will engage newcomers; its insights will be useful to scholars and
practitioners alike.” Professor Amrita Narlikar, President, German Institute for Global
and Area Studies (GIGA) “This book offers compelling insights on South Africa’s
foreign policy ... These varied pieces provide textured and critical perspectives that may
help open up an avenue to re-imagine South Africa’s foreign policy afresh in the post-
Zuma years. It is a compendium that should appeal to scholars of international
relations, practitioners of foreign policy, and the broader policy community.” Professor
Mzukiso Qobo, Head, School of Governance, University of the Witwatersrand “This
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Politicsnuanced and richly detailed volume offers the reader superb analyses of South Africa’s
foreign policy ... The authors’ contributions ... present both theoretical considerations
and specific policy recommendations, which make the book highly useful for both
scholars and policy makers ... Each chapter is thus certain to significantly contribute to
promoting the public debate about South Africa’s place in the world.” Professor Oliver
Stuenkel, Fundação Getulio Vargas (FGV) Table of Contents ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
CONTRIBUTORS Defining a South African foreign policy for the 2020s: Challenges,
constraints and opportunities by Daniel D. Bradlow, Elizabeth Sidiropoulos & Luanda
Mpungose Foreign policy under the Constitution by Jonathan Klaaren & Daiyaan Halim
The courts and foreign policy powers by Nicole Fritz Overcoming bureaucratic and
institutional challenges in South African foreign policy making by Arina Muresan &
Francis Kornegay South Africa’s security interests in Africa: Recommendations for the
2020s by Aditi Lalbahadur & Anthoni van Nieuwkerk South Africa’s peace and security
interests beyond the continent by Garth Le Pere & Lisa Otto Regional integration and
industrial development in Southern Africa: Where does South Africa stand? by Maria
Nkhonjera & Simon Roberts South Africa and African continental economic integration
in the 2020s by Lumkile Mondi Negotiating climate change in an increasingly uncertain
global landscape: Is there light at the end of the tunnel? by Ellen Davies, Saliem Fakir &
Melisha Nagiah Reforming the institutions of global economic governance and South
Africa by Cleo Rose-Innes Challenges and opportunities for non-traditional diplomacy
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Politicsby Fritz Nganje & Letlhogonolo Letshele Lessons learned and the path forward by
Daniel Bradlow, Elizabeth Sidiropoulos & AnaSofia Bizos APPENDIX INDEX
Africa has been noticeably absent in international relations theory. This new collection
of essays by contemporary Africanists convincingly demonstrates the importance of the
continent to every theoretical approach in international relations. This collection breaks
new ground in how we think about both international relations and Africa, re-examining
such foundational concepts as sovereignty, the state, and power; critically investigating
the salience of realism, neo-liberalism, liberalism in Africa, and providing new thinking
about regionalism, security and identity.
This comprehensive treatment of the interplay between domestic and international
politics analyzes efforts by African states to manage their external relations amid
seismic shifts in the internal, regional, and global environments. The authors' nuanced
analysis of foreign policy issues and themes traverses the continent, identifying
patterns of change, examining constraints, and giving careful attention to the processes
that so powerfully influence policy outcomes.
The International Politics of East Africa examines the relationship between the
countries of East Africa, and their relationships with the rest of the world. International
politics in this region are shown to be increasingly about the quest for aid, debt relief,
and equitable trading arrangements. Robert Pinkney shows how the price these East
African states pay for outside assistance is the growing foreign influence over the
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Politicsdetails of internal politics. Analyzed within the context of post-Cold War politics, the
growth of global forces, and Africa's growing dependence on the developed world, this
unique study highlights the notion of African states as partners in negotiating with the
West, and the reality of the growing gulf between rich and poor countries.
Since the end of the Cold War, the monopoly of legitimate organized force of many
African states has been eroded by a mix of rebel groups, violent extremist
organizations, and self-defence militias created in response to the rise in organized
violence on the continent. African Border Disorders explores the complex relationships
that bind states, transnational rebels and extremist organizations, and borders on the
African continent. Combining cutting edge network science with geographical analysis,
the first part of the book highlights how the fluid alliances and conflicts between rebels,
violent extremist organizations and states shape in large measure regional patterns of
violence in Africa. The second part of the book examines the spread of Islamist
violence around Lake Chad through the lens of the violent Nigerian Islamist group Boko
Haram, which has evolved from a nationally-oriented militia group, to an internationally
networked organization. The third part of the book explores how violent extremist
organizations conceptualize state boundaries and territory and, reciprocally, how do the
civil society and the state respond to the rise of transnational organizations. The book
will be essential reading for all students and specialists of African politics and security
studies, particularly those specializing on fragile states, sovereignty, new wars, and
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Politicsborders as well as governments and international organizations involved in conflict
prevention and early intervention in the region.
Paying for the state.
This textbook on power, wealth, global order, and international relations is designed for
students taking introductory courses in international relations and African studies.
Challenging the intellectual domination of the north, this book shows what the world and
its patterns of power, wealth, and privilege look like from an African perspective of
transborder political and economic interaction in today’s world. Students are
empowered to become active players on the global stage and to contribute to changing
these structures and institutions for the better. Up-to-date advice is provided on how to
use the Internet and how to pursue careers in international relations. A glossary, list of
acronyms, bibliography, index, maps, and biographies of important people mentioned in
the text are also included.
Comprehensive and engaging, this timely introduction to Africa’s international relations
explores how power, interests, and ideas influence interactions both among the
continent’s states and between African states and other actors in the global arena.
How has history shaped the international relations of African states and peoples? What
role does identity play? How are foreign policies linked to domestic political dynamics,
and especially to the pursuit of regime security? How are states grappling with the
tensions between sovereignty and external pressures? These are among the questions
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Politicsanswered as the authors address a wide range of ongoing and emerging challenges, all
in historical and theoretical context. In addition, a case study at the end of each chapter
illustrates key concepts and reflects an ongoing debate. The result is an ideal text for
students, as well as an invaluable resource for researchers and policymakers. -- ‡c
From publisher's description.
This book examines the impact of post-colonial leadership on political integration in
Nigeria, offering an in-depth understanding of the historical and contemporary forces
that shape Nigeria's national politics as well as African politics generally. Okafor
discusses how Nigeria's pre-colonial and colonial political histories along with
contemporary external forces like neo-colonialism, as well as internal social, economic
and political structures and developments, have affected emerging post-independence
politics in the country. The study climaxes with an Africa-centered theory of political and
integrative leadership and then uses it as a prism for analyzing six Nigerian post-
independence political leaderships, encompassing Nigeria's First and Second
Republics, along with their military interregna. The concluding chapter includes a
discussion of the implications of the study for leadership and political integration in
Africa in general.
This book analyses the rapidly increasing role of African states, leaders and other
political actors in international politics in the 21st Century. In contrast to the
conventional approach of studying how external actors impacted on Africa’s
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Politicsinternational relations, this book seeks to open up a new approach, focusing on the
impact of African political actors on international politics. It does this by analysing
African agency – the degree to which African political actors have room to manoeuvre
within the international system and exert influence internationally, and the uses they
make of that room for manoeuvre. Bringing together leading scholars from Africa and
Europe to explore the role and conception of African Agency, this book addresses a
wide range of issues, from relations with western and non-western donors, Africa’s role
in the UN and World Trade Organisation, negotiations over climate change, trade
agreements with the European Union, regional diplomatic strategies, the character and
extent of African state agency, and agency within corporate social responsibility
initiatives. African Agency in International Politics will be of interest to scholars and
students of Africa’s international relations, African politics, development, geography,
diplomacy, trade, the environment, political science and security studies.
A contributory volume considering how global forces establish networks of power
across Africa, first published in 2001.
Africa has undergone significant political, economic and social change since 1988. Now
revised and updated, this book includes current economic, social and political data, as well as
new sections on the dismantling of apartheid, civil society, democratizat
An Introduction to African Politics is the ideal textbook for those new to the study of this vast
and fascinating continent. It makes sense of the diverse political systems that are a feature of
Africa by using familiar concepts, chapter by chapter, to examine the continent as a whole. The
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Politicsresult is a textbook that identifies the essential features of African politics, allowing students to
grasp the recurring political patterns that have dominated this part of the world since
independence. Features and benefits of the book include: * thematically organised, with
individual chapters exploring issues such as colonialism, ethnicity, nationalism, social class,
ideology, legitimacy, sovereignty, and democracy * identifies the key recurrent theme of
competitive relationships between the African state, its civil society, and external interests *
contains useful boxed case studies of key countries at the end of each chapter, including:
Kenya; Tanzania; Nigeria; Botswana; Ivory Coast; Uganda; Somalia; Ghana; Zaire; and Algeria
* each chapter concludes with key terms and definitions as well as questions, advice on further
reading, and useful notes and references * clearly and accessibly written by an experienced
teacher of the subject.
Locating Africa on the global stage, this book examines and compares external involvement in
the continent, exploring the foreign policies of major states and international organizations
towards Africa. The contributors work within a political economy framework in order to study
how these powers have attempted to stimulate democracy, peace and prosperity in the context
of neo-liberal hegemony and ask whom these attempts have benefited and failed.
This book addresses a major gap in the longstanding research on regional organisations: how
do their finances work and what do they reveal about the region-building process? It brings
together an empirically rich collection of chapters written by experts of regional organisations in
Latin America, Africa and Asia. Based on the insights on thirteen regional organisations as well
as two chapters dedicated to the influence of external funders, the editors develop typologies
to cluster regional organisations according to their financial characteristics: the size of budgets,
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Politicsthe sources of funding and the criteria to calculate contributions. Through analysing the
process of budgeting and resourcing, the book sheds light on the different nature and
functioning of these organisations existing outside of the Global North and puts a specific
emphasis on regional organisations in the area of security in Africa and the Global South. It
provides explanations to why members pay or do not pay and how budgeting works, and it
deals with data availability, the role of donors, overlapping regionalism, cultural transfers
between regional organisations and the impact on regional actorness. This volume will be of
key interest to scholars and students of African studies and politics, the Global South, the
finances of international organisations, comparative regionalism, international political
economy and international relations.
The Horn of Africa has long been one of the most dynamic and politically turbulent sub-regions
on the African continent. Host to great ancient civilizations, diverse peoples, and expansive
states, the region has experienced massive social, economic, and political transformations
which have given rise to military coups, revolutions and intractable ethnic, socio-economic, and
religious conflicts. This comprehensive volume brings together a team of expert scholars who
analyze international, regional, national, and local affairs in the Horn of Africa. The chapters
demonstrate the intertwined nature of the actors and forces shaping political realities. The case
studies, focusing on Ethiopia, Eritrea, Somalia, Somaliland, Sudan, and South Sudan
eloquently illustrate the complex dynamics connecting the spectrum of political issues in the
region. The Horn of Africa since the 1960s will be of interest to students and scholars of
contemporary Africa and political science.
This book focuses on marginal actors in the global order. Such a perspective is often missing
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Politicsas global order analysis is often biased towards exploring large powerful actors and equating
their relations with global order. Such an approach is not only dated but also analytically
incomplete. It is because of the increasingly decentred nature of global order, that marginal
actors and their relations, tactics, strategies and approaches matter for global order as they
matter for these actors. The book starts by providing an analytical framework exploring
different policy options for African agency which are located along a nexus of choices ranging
from accommodation, engagement to system transformation. The selection of a particular
interaction type is argued to be dependent on external opportunity structures in the form of
different global orders reaching from competitive polarity to dispersed forms of authority or
even non-polarity. In addition to these external conditions, the ability to generate meaningful
African agency facilitates a greater role in global order. Empirically, the book covers four policy
fields which are peace and security, international criminal justice, economics and trade and
COVID-19. Malte Brosig is Associate Professor in International Relations at the University of
the Witwatersrand, Johannesburg, South Africa.
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